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Investigation on the Commission's own ) 
motion into the feasibility of ) 
establishing various methods of ) 
providing low-interest, long-term ) 
financing of solar energy systems ) 
for utility cus.tomers. ) 

-------------------------------) 
o PIN ION -----------

OII 42 
(Petition for Modifieation 
filed January 14A 1983, and 

amended May 10, 1983) 

San Diego Gas & Electrie Company (SDG&E) seeks an order 
modifying certain decisions issued in the Solar Demonstration 
Financing Program, as follows: 

1. SDG&E requests that the Commission modify 
Decision (D.) 92251, 4 CPUC 2d 258 (1980), 
D.82-07-101 (July 21, 1982), and the 
Executive Director's letter to the four 
participating utilities dated November 3, 
1981. If adopted, the requested 
modifications would set the minimum per-
bedroom collector area for a ~olar water 
heater on a multifamily building as one or 
the other of the following percentages of the 
minimum panel area per bedroom for a three-
bedroom single-family dwelling with the same 
system: 
a. 75S for systems without a recirculation 

loop, or 
b. 100S for syste~ with a recirculation 

loop. ----
2. SDG&E requests that D.92251 be m~ified to 

require that eaeh solar system installed on a 
multifamily dwelling have a minimum of 20 
gallons of solar-heatea ~torage per bedroom 
except in those cases authorized by 
D.82-07-102 (p~oportional rebates). The 
stafr notes that the standard of 20 gallons 
of solar-heated storage per bedrooom was 
established in the November 3 letter, in 
D.82-07-101 at p. 3 (nurs1ng homes, 
dormitories, etc.), and in D.82-04-025 
nontraditional solar systems). 
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3. SDG&E re~uest5 that D.82-07-10' be clarified 
by defining the term nbedroom~ as used in the 
sizing criteria when a~~lied to 
nontracitional dwelling:s :such a:s rooming 
hou:ses and nursing homes. Specifically, 
SDG&E proposes that a bedroom :should be 
defined as each bed in such a facility. 

4. SDG&E reque~ts that the Commission clearly 
state that the proportlonal reoates 
'authorized in D.82-07-102 be based on the 
sa:e :sizing criteria described above. 

S. By amendment to it:s petition SDG&E also 
requests that D.82-04-025 (nontraditional 
solar systems) be modified to make it 
consi:stent ~ith the above recommendations. 

6. SDG&E proposes that a di:sclaimer requirement be 
establishec. 

Both the petition and its amendment were served upon the 
~arties. Alten Corporation (Alten) filed a response OPPOSing the 
petition. !he sta~~ of the Commi:ssion's Energy Conservation Branch 
(ECB) , through the staff attorney, filed a response urging the 

4t Comoission to grant SDG&E's petition with some modifications. Alten 
and California Energy Investment Corporation (CEIC) jOintly filed a 
response to the staff's pleading. Southern California Gas Company 
(SoCal Gas) filed a re:spoose supporting the petition, while Pacific 
Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) oppo:sed it. 1 Since no party 
requested a public hea~ing, and no hea~ing appear:s nece:s:sary, we will 
d.ecide this matter on the pl,eadings. 
Background 

Tne Commis~ion in1~ially e~taolished minimum sizing 
criteria for :solar water heater~ io D.92251, 4 CPUC 2~ 258, 292, and 
in unpubli:shed Appendix C (1980). !hose :sizing criteria applied. to 

1 California Solar Energy Industries Association, Peter Barnes, and. 
Solar Depot sent letters opposing the petition. 
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4It traditional flat-plate solar water heating systems on multifamily 
dwellings. Those criteria were later modif1ed in a November 3, 198, 
letter from the Executive Director to the four participating 
utilities. Similar sizing criteria for nonflat-plate, nonpumped 
solar water heating systems on multifamily dwellings were esta~lished 
in D.82-04-025. 

The .sizing cr1teria established in the November 3, 198, 
letter and in D.82-04-025 provide that for eligibility in the Order 
Instituting Investigation (O!I) 42 program, a system serving a 
multifamily dwelling must be sized so that: 

1. !he collector panel area per bedroom is at 
least 50S of the minimum panel area per 
bedroom ot a three-bedroom single-family 
dwelling tor the same system (a 0.5 
multiplier), and 

2. !here is a minimum of 20 gallons of solar-
heated s20rage or e~uivalent per 
bedroom. 

There is currently no distinction ~etween the minimum collector areas 
~ of solar water heaters on buildings with and without reCirculation 

loops. !he CommiSSion already re~uires that solar water heaters 
provide 20 gallons of solar-heated water storage per bedroom. 
SDG&E's proposal does not change this eXisting storage volume 
standard. 

.' 

2 The one existing exception to the 20-gallons of solar-heated 
storage applies to systems using heat storage tanks manutactured by 
Thermal Energy Storage, Inc., D.83-01-05S. 
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4It In D.82-07-101, the Commission expanded the OII 42 
multifamily prog~am to include college dormitories, nursing homes, 
and residential hotels by autho~izing rebates for solar wate~ heaters 
installed on multifamily buildings with three or more units, all 
having minimum lease periods of not less than one month. Because the 
Commission did not define ~cedroomft in D.82-07-101, a definition is 
needed to dete~mine the minimum sizing of the solar systems for 
nursing homes and dormitories, which may have either wards O~ an 
unusually high densi~y of people per bedroom. 

The Commission autho~ized proportional rebates for solar 
water heating systems on multifamily dwellings in D.82-07-102, as 
modified by D.82-09-122. That decision did not set sizing criteria 
but merely stated that a building owner may qualify for p~oportional 
rebates if physical constraints prevented him from meeting the full 
sizing requirements with respect to either solar collectors or solar-
heated storage. Althou~, the Commission did not explicitly state how 
proportional rebates must be calculated, the Commission cited with 

4It apparent favor the staft's proposal to size the rebates at the same 
percentage of maximum rebates as the collecto~s o~ storage containers 
are sized with refe~ence to the standard OII 42 minimum sizing 
requirements. 
Minimum Collector Size Per Bedroom 

If adopted, SDG&E's proposed sizing criteria for solar 
collectors installed on multifamily dwellings would represent a 
significant change in the current practice of the Commission. SDG&E 
argues, and the staff concurs, that a change is necessary to 
implement the continuing poliCY of the Commission that solar water 
heaters produce enough heat to di3place approximately &0% of the 
energy that otherwise would be used to heat water. 

SDG&E's proposal is supported by its analysis of the 
performance of solar water heaters on 70 apartment buildings in 
SDG&E's service area. The natural gas usage at each of these 
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buildings was examined for pe~iods both before and arte~ in~tallation 
or the solar water heaters. !he~e data represent the first field 
data made available by a utility on the perrormance of significant 
numbers of solar systems under California conditions. Prior 
deCisions by the Commission on sizing of multifamily solar systems 
had been based on data derived solely rrom labo~atory tests and 
estimated field conditions. 

SDG&~ made a more detailed analysis of the 10 apartment 
buildings where the greatest gross energy savings was achieved. Its 
analysiS shows that at these 10 sites the actual energy savings 
amounted to only 38%, rather than the 60% figure assumed in the OIl 
42 program, and that the 38% saVings were achieved using solar 
collectors which on average were twice as large as minimally ~quired 
under the current OIl 42 sizing guidelines. The staff has reviewed 
SDG&Ets analysis and has concluded that it represents an accurate 
description of What in fact is happening in the field. 

ECB believes that the percentage savings is not as good an 
~ indicator o~ a solar system's performance as is its energy 

production, si~~ly because the percentage savings varies so strongly 
with the gas consumed by the existing conventional water heater. 
Rather than analyzing the percentage energy savings achieved by these 
systems, the ECB examined the absolute energy savings reflected in 
the gas bills. The ECB notes that the data covers monitoring periods 
from three months for a few ~ystems to as much as 16 months on 

e 

, " 

others. ~he savings ranged from 1 to 13 therms per month per unit 
and averaged 5 therms per month per unit. !his average is only half 
of the 10 therms per month per unit expected by the Commission when 
it set rebate amounts for ~ystems installed under the OIl 42 
program. 3 All of the systems described in SDG&E's data have passed 
ins~ction and the building owners are being paid rebates. 

3 D.92S01, P. B-6: 200 therms/yr x 60% savings or 120 therm~/yr, 
equals 10 therms/month. 
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~ In assessing ~he apparent 50% shortfall in savings~ the ECB 
eliminated much data which did not meet two tests tor validity. 
First~ there had to ee 12 months ot data or at least 6 months 
weighted toward the summer for each system for a conservative 

4 
analysis. Second, each system had to demonstrate a reduction in 
the customer's gas b111 of at least 3, but not more than &, therms 
per year per square toot (th/yrls~ ft) of collector installed. 
Savings of less than 3 th/yrlsq ft indicate that the system probably 
was not performing to its design potential, and savings of more than 
6 th/yrlsq ft are unrealistically high and suggest some error in the 
data. Eight ~ystems remained after removing less reliable data and 

5 ' they saved an average of ~ th/yrlsq ft. of collector. Yet even 
these cest systems, in one of the most favorable solar climates, 
saved only 7.3 therms per month per unit, not the 10 assumed to ce 
delivered for the ratepayer's rebate investment. They would seem to 
be good systems that are simply too small for the load because of the 
0.5 sizing multiplier. 

4It According to staff these data remain scattered for several 
reasons, including sizing and quality variations within OIl 42 
limits, use of ineffective heat exchangers or large numbers of 

4 Actually allot SDG&E's data is weighted toward the summer 
because the data cut-off date was November 1982. Systems having 
partial year data typically included the summer or 1982 and excluded 
the previous winter. Thus the average reported savings are higher 
than the true 12-month average for these systems. 

5 Some five years of data on over 200 systems monitored nationwide 
showed that the average solar water heater displaced about 2 therms 
per square foot of collector installed per year. Since that data 
includes all climates, it is realistiC to find that the better 
systems in San Diego are saVing about two times this national 
average. Source: DOE Solar/0024--82/41. ftComparative Report: 
Performance of Solar Hot Water Systems in the National Solar Data 
Network,~ 1981, Fig. 24. 
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~ collectors per array for which there are no OII 42 guidelines, and 
random equipment failures or mistakes in controller adjustments and 
other factors over which the utilities have little control. 
Therefore, even good data can be scattered, but at the same time that 
data can reveal a trend, as sho~n in Figure 1 of the starf pleading. 

Figure 1 contains the line or best fit through these eight 
best systems. .It shows that a sizing multiplier of 0.5 corresponds 
to a savings of 5 therms per month per unit, and that a multiplier of 
1.0 (no difference between single-family and multifamily sizing) 
saves only 8 therms per mon~h per unit. The OII ~2 minimum intended 
savings per multifamily unit of 10 therms per month is not reached 
until the multiplier is more than 1.3. 

In its response to the starf pleading of May 10, 1983, 
Alten and CEle urges that no modification be made in the current 
minimum solar sizing criteria, but if such changes are made they be 
limited to a requirement (1) that all sizing of multifamily dwellings 
be governed by the number of bedrooms (as in single family houses) 

~ rather than the number or beds; (2) that the minimum sizing 
multiplier for apartments, dormitories, and residential hotels should 
be no larger than 0.75; and (3) that the multiplier for nursing 
homes, hospitals, and other health care facilities should be no 
larger than 1.0. 

SDG&E proposes a higher sizing standard for apartment 
buildings with hot water reairculation loops. A reCirculation loop 
simply refers to a plumbing system in which hot water is continually 
circulated through the pipes so that it is immediately available at 
each tap in the building. Without a recirculation loop, a person 
turning on a tap has to let the water run until water from the hot 
water tank reaches his tap. Systems without reCirculation loops 
waste some water but save energy. Recirculation loops are a major 
drain of energy resulting from convection and radiation from the 
pipes. 
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DisCussion 
The data reported by SDG&E and teE analysis of that data, 

indicate that the multifamily multiplier should be at least 1.0. ECB 
recommends that both single-family and multifamily sizing be based 
strictly on the number of bedrooms when using the Sizing Chart 
Handbook, although one bedroom for sizing purposes is defined as one 
bed in the aty~ical applications discussed below. No multiplier 
greater or lesser than unity (1) is now justified, either for the 
type of dwelling, single family vs. multifamily, or for the presence 
or absence of a recirculation loop in the hot water piping. 

The only substantive difference between Alten's and CEIC's 
pOSition and the staff's is in Alten' alternate proposal (2). Alten 
and CEIC believe that the multiplier for apartments, dormitories, and 
re~idential hotels should be no larger than 0.75~ while the staff 
believes the multiplier should be '.0. SDG&E also would have 
discriminated between the various kinds of multifamily structure 
based upon whether or not the structure contained a recirculation 

~ loop. Staff rejects this metho' of discrimination and recommends 
that all dwellings including multifamily structures have systems 
sized using the '.0 multiplier. 

The staff believes sizing criteria adopted here need not 
take into conSideration whether or not the building'S plumbing system 
has a recirculation loop because although lower percentage savings 
result from such systems compared to systems without such loops, the 
total amount of energy displaced rather than the percentage saving is 
the key factor. We believe the facts Cited above support this staff 
view and we will adopt the staff's recommendations. Accordingly, we 
will not accept SDG&E's proposal or Altents and CEIC's alternate 
proposals. 

Alten ha3 raised several other objections to SDG&E's 
petition. Alten argues that it is not necesssary for the Commission 
to mandate larger sizing criteria to protect the credibility or the 
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tt sola~ indu~try beeause there already exi~t other consume~ protection 
laws and ~ervice~. the ~ta~~ argued that the~e alternate consumer 
p~otection mea~ure~ do not mandate an adequate minimum sizing; they 
only provide remedies. We agree with stafr that prevention i~ 
better. !be 3tafr also pOints out that these alternate consumer 
protection measures also fail to protect the ratepayers who are 
investing in t'he re'bates. It is the Commission's policy to encourage 
solar water heating in a manner that increa~es the c~edibility of 
this energy source. La~ger minimum sizing criteria are es~ential to 
maintain that credibility. 

Alten argued that SDC&E's data are in error, but Alten has 
not provided any evidence which demonstrates in what direction the 
results are allegedly biased. 

Alten argues that it would be more economical to improve 
tbe p~rcentage savings attributable to solar water heaters by 
improving the efficieney of the backup beater rather than increasing 
the ~ize of the solar collector. Even if backup systems are well tt maintained, there remains the need to increase the ~olar sizing 
standards to achieve the solar energy production anticipated by the 
Commission. Alten argues that SDG&E's request should be denied 
because, if adopted, it would ~create sub~tantial immediate confu~ion 
in the marketplace." 

We disagree with Altent~ argument for two reasons. First, 
we believe that many solar contractors are already sizing systems 
well above the minimu~ level~ currently in effect. Larger sizing 
criteria will make it eaSier for them to compete rather than totally 
disrupting the market. Moreover, even if a change in the siZing 
criteria would caU3e some disturbance in the market, this cost should 
be borne in order to protect the ratepayers. 
Definition of Unit and Bedroom 

As noted above, in D.82-07-101 the.Commis~1on authorized 
the participating utilities to pay rebates to owners of certain 
atypical multifamily dwelling~ that otherwi~e ~atisfied the 
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ttrequirements of all 42. Among b~ildings in this category are 
dormitories and n~rs1ng homes. Ordering paragraph three of that 
decision states that systems installed under this decision "shall 
comply with the sizing criteria now in force," but it contained no 
explanation of how those criteria should be applied. Because 
multifamily systems must ~e sized on a per-~edroom basis y the 
ambiguity in ~e Commission decision assertedly has led to 
considerable confusion. 

The current 0.5 multiplier assumes a thermal load to be 
served of only 10 gallons per bed per day (per person per day 
assuming two beds per bedroom and 100% occupaney).6 However, in 
its petition, SDG&E reports consumption at convalescent homes of 23 
gallons (or more) ot hot water per bed per day. For dormitories 
SDG&E reports 20-33 gallons per day per person. The ASKRAE Systems 
Handbook (1980 ed.), a widely used reference for designers of water 
heating systems, lists a consumption of 18.4 gallons per bed in 
nursing homes, confirming SDG&E's estimate and the ECB's e recommendation. 

Alten stated in a closely related petition tor modification 
of D.82-01-101, filed on November 17, 1982: 

" ••• a contractor with solar experience in nursing 
homes believes that demand in long-te~ care 
facilities will prove to be higher than assumed 
in the sizing methodology." 

In that pleading Alten suggests that every two beds in a nursing home 
or dormitory constitute one bedroom for sizing purposes. At the same 
time, however? Alten acknowledged that undersizing might result and 
urged the Commission to explicitly state: 

6 Data submitted on February 10, 1982 by Alten, a solar contractor, 
indicates that 4ormitory occupancy at 5 local colleges is about 90%; 
however, nursing and convalescent homes do not have the cyclic 
occupancy pro4uce4 by student vacations. 
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"Do not use this sizing to prediot solar savings. 
This sizing method is strictly a qualification 
requirement for rebates in the solar 
demonstration program. The sizing methOdology 
eoes not predict any particular solar fraction of 
savings." 
Discussion 
For student dormitories and long-term health oare 

facilities, the" assumption in the current sizing oriteria or 20 
gallons of hot ~ater use per day in each bedroom is too small. The 
average number of persons per bedroom and the average num~er of 
gallons used per occupant both appear to be greater than 1n typical 
multifamily d~ellings. A definition of "bedroom" for atypical 
d~ellings in terms of the numcer of beds 1s needed. 

The EeB recommends that each bed be considered as one 
bedroom in determining the minimum oollector area for nursing homes 
and dormitories. If, furthermore, the multifamily multiplier is 
increased to 1.0 as discussed earlier, the effect is that atypical 

~systems vill be sized for a load of 20 gallons of heated water usage 
"'per person per day, which is more in line with the data reported 

above, than is the currently assumed load of only 5 gallons per 
person per day in atypical dwelling bedrooms with two beds. ECB 
therefore recommends that the Commission define a bedroom in 
convalesoent homes and dormitories as each bed. It argues that 
anything less ~ill perpetuate an existing disservioe to the 
ratepayers funding the OIl ~2 rebates and provide a false signal to 
observer~ seeking to learn from california's experience in the OIl 42 
program. We adopt the staff proposal. The current reba~e of 
$S/month per de~lling unit or multifamily dwellings established in 
Commisson D.92251 and D.82-07-102 will remain unchangec. 
Disclaimers 

SDG&E proposes that the Commission attach to any sizing 
criteria a specified disolaimer which would be signed by the 
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~a~a~tment owner o~ manager. ~e Co~is~ion ~taff ~upports a 
disclaimer require~ent. but disagrees with SDG&E on the form and 
content of the disclaimer. 

Currently, the Commission has no disclaimer requirement 
with respect to the advertising, sale, or lease of traditional flat-
plate pumped solar water heaters. For nonflat-plate or nonpumped 
solar systems, the Commission has generally incorporated a specific 
disclaimer requirement in the decision or memorandum granting the 
system's manufacturer eligibility to partiCipate in the program. The 
standard requirement is that any reference by the manufacturers, 
distributors, wholesalers, retailers, or in~tallers to the Commission 
order in their correspondence, marketing literature, or media 
advertising must contain the following full text of this Disclaimer 
of Product Endo~sement: 

"The California Public Utilities Commission in no 
way endorses, recommends, or warrants the 
durability, suitability, reliability, or the 
short- or long-term energy savings performance of 
this or any other brand of system or component 
for domestic water heating or any other 
application." (See D.82-"-022, Nove~ber 3, 
1982, at p. 15.) 
The staff recommends that rather than adopting SDG&B's 

proposed disclaimer requirement, the Commission adopt as a 
re~uirement for all traditional solar systems the disclaimer 
described above. Its reaso~ for preferring the above disclaimer to 
SDG&E's are as follows: First, the disclaimer language currently 
used is more extensive than that in SDG&E's proposal. SDG&E's 
proposal refers only to the Commission'~ minimum sizing criteria 
whereas the Commission's disclaimer refers to all claims of the 
salesperson regarding durability, suitability, and reliability of the 
system as well as the energy-savings performance. 

Second, SDG&E's disclaimer appears directed primarily at 
those systems which are sized no larger than the Commis~ion'~ minimum 
requirements. !he sta!f contends that in the case of systems which . 
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4t are sized larger, including most of the ~y~tems in SDG&E's sample, 
the disclaimer is confusing to the ~u11ding owner, if not 
misleading. 

Third, the sta~f believes that the disclaimer should De 
contained in all promotional and advertising messages where the 
Commission's name is mentioned. SDG&E would apparently require the 
disclosure to ·b.e made only once at the time of ~ale.. Inclusion of 
the disclaimer in the fine print of the contract may satisfy this 
requirement. However, by the time of ~ale the purchaser may be less 
wary and be under consideraDle pressure to sign the purchase or lease 
agreement ~ithout carefully reviewing it. 

Fourth, the staff does not understand what SDG&E means by 
saying the disclaimer should be "attached" to the adopted sizing 
criteria.. The staff argues that nomographs which determine sizing 
are rather abstruse documents that are rarely even seen DY the 
building o~ner.. Therefore, it is, far more important to include the 
disclaimer in the advertising materials. 

~ Fifth, the staff does not understand what is intended 'by 
the requirement in SDG&E's proposal that the apartment owner or 
manager must sign the disclaimer.. The ~tarf believes that ~uch a 
requirement might confuse the building owner who purcha~es or leases 
a system that is sized considerably larger than the CommiSSion's 
minimum ~1zing requirements. The ~taff states that it is also 
unclear who would enforce ~u'ch an requirement and what the ~nalties 
would be for failure to comply. 

For all of the above reasons, the staff recommends that its 
proposal 'be adopted in lieu of SDG&E's. The staff points out that 
such a diselaimer re~u1rement should 'be adopted only for traditional 
flat-plate pumped solar systems which are not currently required to 
contain di~claimers in their advertising literature; other . 
manufacturers, are already required to earry disclaimers ~y the terms 
of their individual decisions or memoranda. 
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In response to the staff's filing, Alten and CEIC recommend 
that the staff's proposal be adopted regarding disclaL~ers. We 
conclude that the staff's proposals in this regard are reasonable ~~d 
should be adopted. 
Proportional Rebates 

~he staff believes that the utilities are admi~stering 
proportional rebates in the maIlller proposed by SDG&E. The staff also 
believes that SDG&E's request that rebates be proportionally reduced 
when physical l~~tations prevent installation of systems which meet 
minimum OIl 42 sizing requirements is consistent with the policy 
already adopted by the.Commission and would reflect no change in 
policy.. Due to the possible ambiguity of the Comxnission t s prior 
decisions, the staff urges the commission to clarify how. utilities 
should calculate proportional rebates. The recommendation is 
reasonable and' will be adopted .. 
Forty Five-Day Transition Period 

·s.ocal Gas filed. its ::esponse in support of SOG&E' s 
proposals on June 24, 19a3. SoCal Gas requests, however, that if the 
Commission approves those proposals, they should be made applicable 
to contracts signed 4S c.ays Or more after the date of the decision 
adopting them. 

SoCal Gas argues that a 45-day transition period is 
necessary because it is common prae-~ce in the solar industry to 
issue bids which remain in effect for 30 days. SoCal Gas believes 
that contractors should be allowed to honor outstaneing bids based on 
current standards, as well as to bid new jobs based on inc:ceased. 
sizinq standards: and utilities ~ust be given time to notify the 
solar industry of new sizing standards. SoCal Gas stated that such 
notification would take about lS days and that a 4S-day delay in 
effectiveness is needed to allow for an equitable transition to ne; 
sta:ldards. We believe that a 4S-<!ay t:ansi tion period is too long ~ 
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given the need to upgrade the sizing requirements for t~e remainder 
of the multifamily program. Instead, we will make the new standards 
effective in 15 days. This should give the utilities sufficient 
tim~ to info~ the industry of the ne~ requirements and for contractors 
to take corrective action. 
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Timing of Order 
In its response filed July 1, 1983, PG&E does not dispute 

SOG&E'S tcc~~ic~l ~rguments. However, it believes that SOG&E's 
proposals are ~nclesir~ble bcca~se of the confusion and disruption in 
the marketplace they might induce and the a~~inistrativc difficulties 
they would entail. PGSE also argues th~t the demonstration solar 
financing progr~~ is almost over. A staff letter dated March 11, 
1983, requires 311 contracts to be signed and all applications to be 
submitted to the utilities by September lS, 1983. PG&E argues that 
there is no urgency to set new standards at this time and that they 
rn~y be set after the eval~ation phase of the OIl ~2 progra~ has been 
completed. PG&E reco~~cnds that SDG&Ets application should be denied. 

PG&E is correct that there would be little benefit and much 
confusion were we to implement new sizing standards after the 
progr~~ expirec. However, pursuant ~o the Legislature's recent 
enac~~e~t of AB 1942 we have now exter.1ec t~e multifamily rebates ~ 
portion of o:r 42 for another year.' U~der these circumstances, a 
significant part of orr 42 install~tions co~ld benefit from the larger 
sizing ~ow justi~icd. 
Findings of Fact 

1. Eeds arc a better incication than bedrooms of thermal load 
in a typical multifamily dw~lling, s~ch ~s do~itories anc nursing ~ 
homes. 

4t 'Sec 0.83-09-76 
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4t 2. !he best solar water heating systems in one of the most 
favorable ~olar climates in California saved only 7.3 therms per 
month per unit, not the 10 therms assumed by the Commission to be 
delivered for the ratepayers' rebate investment. 

3. Increasing the multifamily multiplier from 0.5 to 1.0 will 
raise the average savings near or to the Commission's expectations. 

1.+. Whet-h.er or not a building has a recirculation loop does Dot 
significantly affect the eDergy produced by a solar water heating 
system. 
Conclusions of Law 

1. The multifamily sizing multiplier should be increased to 
1.0 for all systems whether or not the back-u~ system includes a 
reCirculation loop and whether or not the solar heater is a 
traditional ~lat-~late type or a Donflat-plate or nonpumped type. 

2. For the purposes of sizing both collectors and storage on 
atypical multifamily dwellings (e.g. dormitories and nursing homes) 
"bedroom ft should be defined as each bed. 

~ 3. Any reference by manUfacturers, distributors, wholesalers, 
retailers, or installers to the CommisSion requirements in 
correspondence, marketing literature, or advertising ~hould contain 
in full the Disclaimer of Product Endorsement set forth above. 

~. Finding of Fact ~ of D.82-0~-025 should be modified to read: 
(b) For multifamily dwellings a collector area 

at least as large as the minimum panel area 
for each bedroom for a three-bedroom, single-
family dwelling specified in the decision or 
memorandum of understanding issued to the 
firms providing other ~han traditional 
systems. 

5. Appendix A of D.82-04-025 should be modified by 
substituting revised AppeDdix A attached to this opinion. 

6. Where available space hinders installation of collectors or 
tanks sized in accordance with our minimum requirements, a smaller 
~y~tem may be installed With proportionately re~uced rebates. 

- 16 -
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7. In vi~w of the ~n~ctmcnt of AB 1942 there is an urqent need 
to imple~cnt the new requirements as soon ~s possible. 

o R D E R 
IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. The m~lti!~ily sizing m~ltiplicr is increased ~o 1.0 for 
all systems, whether or not they include ~ recirculation loop and 
whe~her or not the solar heater is a tradi~ional, flut-platc or a 
nonflat-plate or a non?w~?ed type. 

2. For the purpose 0: sizing both collectors and tanks on 
~ ty?ic~l multifamily dwelling (e.g. dormitories and nursing homes) ~ 
"bedroom" shall be defined oilS each bed .. 

3. &~y reference by manufacturers, distrib~tors, wholesalers, 
retailers, or installers to the Co~,ission's requirements in 
correspondence, ~arkcting literature, or aevertising shall contain in 

~ full the staff's proposed discl~irncr set forth in the body of this 
decision. 

~. Finding of Fact 4(b) of D.S2-04-025 ~s modified as set 
forth in Concl~sion 4. 

- 17 -
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5. Appendix A to D.S2-04-025 is modified as set forth .; .... ....... 
revised Appendix A attached to this opinion. 

6. The modifications made herein are applicable to contracts 
signed lS days or more after today. 

This oreer is e!fecti ve today. 
Dated OCT 5 i985 , at San Francisco, California .. 

- 18 -
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.APP~"DIX A 
Page 1 

EXAMPLES OF SIZING INNOv.ATIVE SYST~$ FOR OIl 42 ELIGIBILITY 
ON MOLTI-FNlIL";{ DWELLINGS 

Fractional requirements resulting from application of these 
guidelines may be met by installing one additional modular 
unit if the fraction is 0.50 or more, or by eliminating the 
fractional unit if the fraction is 0.49 or less. 

1. In the following situations, consider a typical multif~ily 
dwelling of 12 bedrooms. The minimum vol'Clme of solar storage 
is to be 240 gallons in each case, on the basis of 20 gallons 
per bedroom, regardless of the manufacturer. 

The minimum collector area, however, will depend on the applicable 
decision or Memoraneum of Understanding (MOO) as follows: 

Manufacturer A 

Assume each modular unit consists of 64 square feet 
(sq. ft.) of collector and 80 gallons of storage. 

Assume also that a three-bedroom single-family home 
is specified in an MOO to be served by at least one 
modular unit for progr~ eligibility in northern 
C~lifornia. The siZing per bedroom would be 21.3 
(64/3 sq. ft.) 

The l2-bed:oom multifAmily installation would then 
require 12 x 21.3 sq. ft. or 256 sq. ft. for program 
eligibility. Therefore, 4 modular units of 64 sq. ft. 
each would be needed to meet area requirements. 

With 80 gallons of storage per modular unit, the 
4 units would provide 320 gallons where only 240 
gallons are needed. 

Therefore, 4 modu.lar units would be needed to meet 
both collector area and storage volume requirements. 

Manufacturer B 

Assl:Dlle each modular unit consists of 2S sq. ft. of 
collector and 18 gallons of storage. 
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APP~"DIX A e Page 2 

Assume also that a 3-bedroom single-family home 
is speeified in an MOO to be served by at least 
6 modular units for progr~ eligibility in southern 
california. The sizing would be 6 over 3, or 2, 
modular units totalling 50 sq. ft. ~r bedroan. 

The l2-bedroom multifamily installation would then 
require 12 x 50 or 600 sq. ft. for program eligibi-
lity. To meet area require:rnent~ 24 modular units of 
2S sq. ft. each would be needed. 

With 18 gallons of storage per unit, only 13-1/3 
units would be needed to provide 240 gallons. 

Therefore 24 units would meet both area and volume 
requirements. 

2. In the following situations, consider an atypical multif~~ily 
dwelling as described in this decision, such. as a nursing hoce, 
having 12 bedrooms , with 2 beds per bedroom. In this case each 
bed is considered a bedroom for sizing purposes. 

Therefore systems must be sized for 24 bedrooms, not 12, or 
twice as ma.."ly as in case 1, and minimum. solar storage will be 
480 gallons. 

For Manufacturer A the area requirement of 512 sq. ft. calls for 
S modular units. The storage volume requirement of 480 gallons 
calls for 6 modular units; therefore at least 8 modular units 
must be installed. 

For Manufacturer B the area requirement of 1200 sq. ft. calls 
for 48 modular units. 'I'he storage vol'-..Jme requirement of 480 
gallons calls for 27 modular units; therefore at least 48 modular 
tmits must be installed. 

(END OF APPENDIX A) 
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T"':n.ing' of Order 
In its response filed July 1, 1983, PG&E does ~ot dispute 

SOG&E's tecAtUcal arg1l!Uer.ts. E:owever, it believes t.'1at SOG&E' s 
proposals are undesirable ~cause 0: the con.fusion and disruption in 
the marketplace they might induce a:d the a~~nistrative difficulties 
they would entail. PG&E also ax'g1.:.es th.at tb.e demonstration sola: 
financing program is al..-nost over. .A staff letter dated Ma:ch 11, 
1983, requires all contracts to ~ signed and all applications to be 
submitted to the utilities by September 15, 1983. ?G&E a:~es 
there is no urgency to set new standards 
may be set after the evaluation phase of t.b.e OIl 42 been 
completed. PG&E recommends that SDG&E-s apPlication~d be denied • 

.PG&E is correct tllat there would be little benefit and much 
confusion were we to ~~plement new sizing standa~s after the 
program expired. However, pursuant to the r.4s1ature t s rece!lt 

J-; I .. ~ enactment ~~ AS 1942 we have now exte:~ed~e multi:~~ly rebates 
portion of OII 42 for another year. 7 U:reer these circumstances, a 
significant part. of OII 42 installa ~ ns could benefit from 't.l'le larger 
sizing now justified. 
Findings of Fact 

l. Beds are a better ind..ication 'tllan bedrooms of 't.l'ler:na.l load 
in a typical multifamily d~~ings, such as do~tories and nurs~g 
homes. 

- · ....... ··,.. __ ·"-_n ______ · __ 

~ 'see 0.83-09-16 
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7. .I:. view 0: the, en.act::nent of AB 1942 there is an 'Urg-e!lt. need 
to implement the new requirements as soon a= possible. 

o R.D E R -- ..... -.-
IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. The multif~ly sizing multiplier is increased to 1.0 for 
all systems, whether or not they i:.elude a recirculation loop ~~d 
whether or :.ot the solar heater is a traditional, flat-plate or a"~, 

nonflat-plate or a nonpumped type. ~' 
2. For the purpose of sizing l:x>th collectors a:l~anks on 

VYPiCal multifamily d.wellings (e.g. dOr.:.U.torie/nursing homes) 
"bed.room" shall be defined as each. bed. / 

3. Any reference by manufacturers, ~~trib~tors, wholesale:s, 
retailer~, or installers to the COmmiS~on's requirements in 
correspo~dence; marketing literature~r advertising shall contain in 
full the staff's proposed discla~er ,set forth in the body of this 
decision. 

4.. Finding of Fact 
forth in Conclusion 4. 

is ~odified as set 

- ~7 -


